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1.1 The Combustor Flowfield Investigation 
Understanding the fluid dynamics of the flow in a gas turbine com-
bustion chamber has been of great concern to designers in recent years. 
A gas turbine combustor, shown in Figure 1, Appendix 8, must burn fuel 
completely, cause 1 i ttl e pressure drop, produce gases of nearly uniform 
temperature, occupy small volume, and maintain stable combustion over a 
wide range of operating conditions. The designer has a formidable prob-
lem in aerothermochemistry, and more thorough and accurate procedures 
can help in accomplishing the design objectives more quickly and less 
expensively in the near future. 
Intensive research is being carried out at Oklahoma State Univer-
sity on the subject of gas turbine flowfield investigations in the 
absence of combustion. Figure 2, Appendix B, shows the characteristics 
of the simplified flowfield being investigated. Flow enters through a 
jet of diameter d into a tube of diameter 0, after being expanded 
through an angle a. Before entering the tube, the flow may be swirled 
by a swirler located upstream of the inlet plane. The flowfield is 
presently being investigated using various methods of approach, such as 
computer modeling of the flowfield and flow visualization for both swirl 
and nonswirl conditions (2, 3). 
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1.2 Previous Experimental Studies 
on Expansion Flows 
2 
Several studies on time-mean flowfields of the type just described 
have been carried out using various turbulence measuring techniques (4-
11). Unfortunately, most of the techniques used do not give complete and 
detailed information about the flow in terms of all its time-mean and 
turbulence quantities. There is a strong need to obtain all the turbu-
lence quantities in a complex flowfield using a minimum amount of instru-
mentation and without causing a great deal of interference with the flow. 
1.3 The Turbulence Measurement Problem 
Turbulence measurement in a complex flowfield has always been a 
complicated problem encountered by engineers. In the past, turbulence 
phenomena have been discussed by various authors in detail and various 
methods of turbulence measurement have been suggested (12-15). One of 
the most widely used instruments to obtain turbulence quantities is the 
hot-wire anemometer. The most common of all hot-wire anemometers is a 
single hot-wire. When used at a single orientation and in a two-
dimensional flow, a single hot-wire can measure the streamwise components 
of the time-mean velocity and the root-mean-square velocity fluctuation 
at a particular location in the flowfield. A two-wire probe can be used 
to determine the time-mean velocities, streamwise and cross stream tur-
bulence intensities, and the cross correlation between the two components 
of the velocity fluctuations (16-18). To measure the three velocities 
and their corresponding fluctuating components in a three-dimensional 
flowfields such as encountered in combustor simulators, there are two 
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methods that can be employed at a point in the flowfield: 
1. A multi-wire probe used with a single orientation. 
2. A single-wire probe used with a multi-orientation. 
Multi-wire techniques, with three hot-wires mounted on the same base 
so that they all lie within the same volume of the flowfield, permit the 
necessary three sets of readings to be made simultaneously. The require-
ment is to determine all three components simultaneously. The main dis-
advantages of such a technique are: 
i. It requires three closely matched anemometer units. 
ii. The probes interfere with each other unless they are 
carefully placed relative to the time-mean velocity vector. 
iii. The spatial resolution is poor because of the large size 
of the probe assembly. 
iv. Heat can be convected from one wire to another giving 
biased readings. 
Multi-orientation of a single hot-wire is a novel way to measure the 
three components of a velocity vector and their fluctuating components. 
A method devised by Dvorak and Syred (19) uses a single normal hot-wire 
oriented at three different positions such that the center one is 
separated by 45 degrees from the other two. The velocity vector at a 
location is related to the three orthogonal components using pitch and 
yaw factors as defined by Jorgensen (20). The data are obtained in the 
form of mean and root-mean-square voltages at each orientation. However, 
the measurements done with a single wire do not supply all the infor-
mation needed to obtain the turbulence quantities. Therefore in addition 
to a single wire, Dvorak and Syred used a cross-wire probe to obtain the 
covariances between the voltages obtained at adjacent hot-wire 
orientations. A cross-wire probe, two wires mounted on the same base 
and separated by 45 degrees from each other, poses the same problems as 
already discussed for a multi-wire probe. 
King (21) modified the technique developed by Dvorak and Syred. 
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His method calls for a normal hot-wire to be oriented through six 
different positions, each orientation separated by 30 degrees from the 
adjacent one. Thus, one measures mean and root-mean-square voltages at 
each orientation. The data reduction is done using some assumptions 
regarding the statistical nature of turbulence, making it possible to 
solve for the three time-mean velocities, the three normal turbulent 
stresses, and the three turbulent sheer stresses. Having obtained these 
quantities, one can in addition calculate the kinetic energy of turbu-
lence. Various recent studies discuss the turbulence measurement prob-
lem, with emphasis on hot-wire and laser anemometer applications to 
swirl flows (22-23). 
1.4 The Scope of the Present Study 
In the present study, the six-orientation single normal hot-wire 
technique is being employed to obtain the turbulence quantities in the 
combustor simulation confined jet flowfield. Measurements have been 
carried out for nonswirling flow with expansion angles of 90 degrees 
(sudden expansion) and 45 degrees (gradual expansion). 
Chapter II gives background information on the various components of 
the experimental facility and the instruments employed for the hot-wire 
measurements. 
The response equations using King•s approach are given in Chapter 
III. Certain deviations from the procedures suggested by King are also 
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included in this chapter. A thorough uncertainty analysis of the techni-
que is carried out in order to judge the accuracy and the reliability of 
the six-orientation hot-wire technique. The salient features of the 
analysis are discussed in Chapter IV. 
Turbulence quantities obtained, using this hot-wire technique, are 
part of Chapter V which discusses the results in detail. Some of the 
turbulence quantities are compared with measurements done by Chaturvedi 
(5) using cross-wire probe in a corresponding flow situation. Chapter .VI 
concludes by summarizing the major achievements of the present study and 
suggesting some avenues for further research activity. 
CHAPTER II 
EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY AND INSTRUMENTATION 
2.1 Idealized Flowfield 
The facility, designed and built at Oklahoma State University, is 
a simulation of a typical axisymmetric combustion chamber of a gas 
turbine engine shown in Figure 1, Appendix B. The schematic of the test 
facility with idealized flowfield is shown in Figure 3, Appendix B. 
Ambient air enters the low-speed wind tunnel through a rubber foam air 
filter. Next the air flows through an axial flow fan driven by a 5 h.p. 
varidrive motor. Thus the flow rate can be varied for different test 
conditions. Then the flow is gradually expanded through the tunnel 
cross-section without separation because numerous fine mesh screens are 
encountered by the flow along the way. 
Next, the flow goes through a turbulence management section which 
has two fine-mesh screens, a 12.7 em length of packed straws, and five 
more fine-mesh screens. When the flow passes through the turbulence sec-
tion, small eddies are formed which dissipate much quicker than the 
large eddies. The turbulence management section thus keeps the turbu-
lence level down. 
Having left the turbulence management section, the air enters into 
a contoured nozzle leading to the test section. This axisymmetric noz-
zle was designed to produce a minimum adverse pressure gradient on the 
6 
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boundry layer to avoid flow unsteadiness associated with local sep-
aration regions. The area ratio of the cross sections of the turbulence 
management section to that of the nozzle throat is approximately 22.5. 
The diameter, d, of the nozzle throat is approximately 15 em. 
Next,the air enters the test section. The test section is composed 
of a swirler (optional), an expansion block, and a long plexiglass tube. 
The swirler currently available is a variable vane-angle type device to 
impart swirl to the flow entering the test section. The expansion 
block, attached after the swirler, is a 30 em diameter disk of wood. At 
present, there are three expansion blocks, and the appropriate choice 
gives a = 90, 70, or 45 degrees. The flow is expanded into a plexiglass 
tube of diameter, 0, of 30 em, thus giving diameter expansion ratio (0/d) 
of 2. 
A typical real combustor, shown in Figure 1, Appendix B, is ideal-
ized in the present study, as there are no film cooling holes or dilu-
tion air holes, and the chamber wall of the test section is a constant 
diameter pipe. The test section is carefully aligned using a laser beam 
so that the test section and wind tunnel centerline are colinear. 
2.2 Hot-Wire Instrumentation 
Figure 4, Appendix B, shows the circuit diagram for a constant 
temperature anemometer. The anemometer used for the present study is 
OISA type 55M01, CTA standard bridge. A normal hot-wire, type 55P01, 
manufactured by OISA, is used to carry out the measurements of time-mean 
and root-mean-square voltages. These probes have two prongs set approx-
imately 3 mm apart and carry 5 ~m diameter wire which is gold plated 
near the prongs to reduce end effects and strengthen the wire. The 
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time-mean voltage is measured with Hickok Digital Systems, Model DPlOO, 
integrati~g voltmeter and the root-mean-square voltage is measured using 
Hewlett Packard, Model 400 HR, voltmeter. 
The hot-wire is mounted on the facility with the help of a travers-
ing mechanism shown in Figure 5, Appendix B. It consists of a base that 
is modified to be mounted on the plexiglass tube of the text section at 
various axial locations. The hot-wire probe is inserted into the tube 
through a rotary vernier and the base. The rotary vernier is attached 
to a slide which can traverse up to approximately 14.5 em. Thus it 
becomes possible for the probe to be traversed at any location in the 
combustor flowfield and rotated through 180 degrees. Figure 6, Appendix 
B, shows the test section with the probe mounted on it. 
2.3 Calibration Nozzle 
The hot-wire is calibrated on a small air jet. The facility con-
sists of a compressed air line, which delivers the desired flow rate 
through a small pressure regulator and a Fischer and Porter Model 
10Al735A rotameter. The jet housing consists of an effective flow 
management section followed by a contoured nozzle with a 3.5 em diameter 
throat. 
A rotary table is used to hold the probe while it is being cali-
brated in three different orientations which are discussed in Chapter 
I I I. 
CHAPTER III 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 
3.1 Response Equations 
The six-orientation hot-wire technique requires a single, straight, 
hot-wire to be calibrated for three different probe directions in order 
to determine the directional sensitivity of such a probe. The three 
directions and the three calibration curves are shown in Figure 7, 
Appendix B. Each of the three calibration curves is obtained with zero 
velocity in the other two directions. The calibration curves demon-
strate that the hot-wire is most efficiently cooled when the flow is in 
A 
the v direction. Whereas, the wire is most inefficiently cooled for the 
A 
flow in w direction. Each of the calibration curves follows a second 
order, least square fit, of the form: 
(1) 
where A, B, and C are the calibration constants and Z can take a value 
A A A 
of u, v, and w for the three calibration curves, respectively. 
When the wire is placed in a 3-dimensional flowfield, the effective 
cooling velocity experienced by the hot-wire, in terms of the probe 
coordinator and pitch and yaw factors (G and K) as defined by Jorgensen 
( 20) is: 
~ ~ 
G = v (~, ~ = 0) 








evaluated from the three calibration curves for a constant value of E2. 
To carry out measurements in the combustor flowfield, the wire is 
aligned in the flow in such a way that in the first orientation~ the 
wire is normal to the flow in the axial direction and the probe coordi-
nates coincide with the coordinates of the experimental facility. Thus 
the six equations for the instantaneous cooling velocities at the six 
orientations, as given by King (21) are: 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
z1 = v + G u + K w (3) 
2 2 2 
30° + w sin 
0 2 2 
30° 30o)2 z2 = v + G (u cos 30 ) + K (w cos - u sin (4) 
2 2 2 
60° 
0 2 2 
60° 600)2 z3 = v + G (u cos + t'l sin 60 ) + K (w cos - u sin (5) 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
z = v + G w + K u ( 6) 4 
2 2 2 
120° + u 
2 2 
120° 120°) 2 Zs = v + G {w sin cos 120°) + K (u sin w cos (7) 
2 2 2 




z6 = v + G tW sin cos 150°) + K (u sin - w cos 150°) (8) 
Replacing the sines and cosines and expanding the square brackets: 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
z1 = v + G u + K w (3a) 
2 2 2 23 w2 13 2 23 u2 uw ~) (4a) z2 = v + G ( u 4" + 4 + uw 2) + K (w4+4- 2 
2 2. 2 u2 23 · 13 2 w2 23 
uw 1) {Sa) z3 = v + G (- + w - + uw -) + K (4 + u 4 -4 4 2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
(6a) z4 = v + G VI + K u 
2 2 2 u2 23 /j K2(~2+ u2l + uw /I) (7a) Zs = v + G ("4 + w 4 - uw 2) + 4 4 2 
2 2 2 23 w2 13 2 23 u2 13 (Sa) z6 = v + G (u 4 + 4 - uw 2) + K ( w "4 + 4 + uw 2) 
Solving simultaneously any three adjacent equations provides expressions 
for the instantaneous values of the three velocity components, u, w, and 
v, in terms of the equivalent cooling velocities(Z1, z2, and z3 for 
example, when the first three equations are chose~. King refers to 
these instantaneous velocity components as F1, F2, and F3 as follows: 
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Fl = l {Ao + (A02 + ~02 )!} * 1 
k2J (G2- {9) 
F2 = [ {-AO + (A02 + BO')t} * 
3 (Gz- K')]' (10) 
F3 = [ CO (G' + k') * (AO' + BO')t r - (G2 - k2 ) 3 . ( 11) 
The values of AO, BO, and CO depend on the set of the three equa-
tions chosen and are given in Table 1, Appendix A, for appropriate 
equation sets. 
However, these equ~tions cannot be directly used'b~cause it is im-
possible to obtain z1, z2,.and ~3 at a single instance in time. There 
fore Equation 9 through 11 must be expressed in terms of mean and root-
mean-square values. Equation 1 can be written as: 
(12) 
The above equation is in terms of instantaneous velocity z1 and instan-
taneous voltage E .. In order to obtain an expression for time-mean 
1 
velocity as a function of time-mean voltage, a Taylor series expansion 
of Equation 12 can be carried out. 
Since z. = m(E. + E~) 1 ' 1 1 
z. = ,~,(f. + c) = cp(f1.) 1 'Y 1 1 (13) 
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The Taylor series is truncated after second order terms assuming the 
higher order terms to be relatively small. Time averaging both sides of 
the above equation and employing the fact that f•= 0, yields: 
- - 32cf> 2 z. = ~ + ~ -;p- · crE. 1 3 . 
1 1 
where¢ indicates that the function is evaluated for Ei. 
- 2 2 Zi = crz.' the relationship as given by Hinze (13) is: 
1 
·z~z = crz 2 = Expec [Z. 2 ] - (Expec [Z1.]) 2 1 . l • 
1 ,· .. ~ 
Since Expec "cz~] ... (j) + 1/2 _ • crE. 2 ' 
. 1 aE;z 1 
the differential in Equation 16 can be evaluated as: 
2~ · - 2 2-
~E~ = 2(*_) + 2¢. ~E~ 
1 1 1 
Then Equation 16 becomes: 
Expec [Z1J ~ ¢2 + (%t.)2 • a~.+¢· ~~I· a~. 







Squaring Equation 14 and substituting with Equation 18 into Equation 15 
gives: 
(19) 
Thus Equations 14 and 19 give the mean and variance of individual 
cooling velocities in terms of the mean and variance of the appropriate 
voltage. 
In a 3-dimensional flow, it is usually desired to obtain the mean 
and variance for the individual velocity components in axial, azimu-
thal, and radial directions, and also their cross correlations. 
The procedure to obtain the mean and variance of the individual 
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velocity components is the same as for the effective cooling velocities 
except that u, w, and v are functions of three random variables and 
there are extra terms in the Taylor expansion to account for the co-
variances of the cooling velocities. Thus the three mean volicities as 
given by Dvorak and Syred (19) and King (21) are: 
- 1 3 o2 Fl ? 3 a2 Fl 
u = Fl(Zp,zo,zR) + ~ [ ~z . az- + .[. az.az .. Kz.z., 
" i=l d i ; 1 <J 1 J 1 J 
(20) 
where time-mean values are to be understood on the right side of this 
and subsequent equations. 
w = F2(Zp,ZQ,ZR) 1 3 a2 F2 a i + 3 a2 F2 + 2 .r ~. z~ r az1azj . Kz.z.' 1=1 1 , i<j , J 
(21) 
and 
+l ~ ~. 
3 a2 F3 
F3(Zp,ZQ,ZR) a z + r K v = n;azj z.z. 2 i=l az1 Z.; i<j 1 J I 
(22) 
where Kz.z. is the covariance of the cooling velocity fluctuations and 
1 J 
is defined as: 
T ,J (z - z.)(z.- zJdt (23) Kz.z. = f ; 1 J ~ 
1 J 
0 
Also the normal stresses are given as: 
3 3 3 a.Fl c 3 a2 Fl jj"i2 = r (an)'- . crz. 2. + ,. r aFl az. - - r ai'7 a z + • 2 i=l Z; az. --: . az. ; =1 1 , 1 J 1 J 1 . 
3 a2 Fl :ij l 
2: 
i<j az. az. z.z. 1 J 1 J 
(24) 
3 (aF2)z 
3 3 ~!:' 2 aF2 [1 3 a2 F2 a 2 + wrr = r . crz. 2 + r r ~. az. - " r ~· zi n. .. al · " i =1 i=l 1 1 1 J 1 J 1 
3 a2 F2 :fj l 





3 3 3 
(aF3)2 3F3 ~ 3 a2F3 V'2 = L: . aZ; 2 + 2: l: 8F3 az. - - 2: az.-z- . a 2 + az. . . az. 2 i=l z. i=l 1 1 J 1 J 1 1 
i1j 
3 a2F3 Kz.zJ' 'r (26) '-- az. az. i<j 1 J 1 J 
Also the shear stresses as given by Dvorak and Syred (19) arc: 
3 3Fl 3F2 3 3 u'w' = L: 2 + r l: C3Fl aF2 az. az. . az. dZ. . az . . i=l 1 l l i j 1 J 
i1j 
3 3 a2 Fl 
+ l: r az. az. 
i j 1 J 
i<j 
a z . 2 + l: r a~~~ i_ . Kz . z . ( 2 7) 3 3 J
1 ij 1 J 1J 
i<j 
~ 3 3Fl 3F3 3 3 '"'Fl '"'F3 uv =" a 2+""-o- o K 1 ~ 1 az; · az; · Z; i j az; • az; · z;zj 
itj 
3 3 a 2 Fl 
+ 2: 2: .. az .az. 





~ aF2 aF3 
. 1 az. · az. , = 1 1 
3 3 a2F2 J 
~ ~ az.az. · Kz,.zJ. 










3.2 Calculation of Covariances 
Dvorak and Syred (19) used a DISA time correlator (55A06) to find 
the correlation coefficients between the velocity fluctuations in the 
three directions. The method adopted by King (21) is to use the infor-
mation obtained by all six orientations and devise a mathematical pro-




The covariance matrix as derived by King is: 
K = Z;Zj 
IIl 
II = II 
2 
II3 







1 R az 1 2 - pl - 2 ~ ~ crz. • P az. ' 1 = 1 1 
R 2 
1 ~ a P2 











rr3 = ZP+S 
l 2: a P3 
az.2 (33) - p3 - 2 i=p :::2 . 
2Z .. 1 
1 
Also 
-2 -2 - 2 
pl = z - 2ZQ + 2ZR (34) p 
p2 = 2Z 2 + 3Z 2 + 2Z 2 p Q R (35) 
-2 -2 -2 ('36) and p3 = 2Zp - 2ZQ + ZR 
Matrix (T) is a three by three matrix and is given in Table II. 
King discovered that matrix (T) is a singular matrix for all cases 
and hence equation 30 cannot be solved. Therefore, to get covariances 
one needs extra information. King has made an assumption about the 
relationship between the covariances in the form: 
(37) 
Where n is given a numerical value of 0.8. 
Also KzPzQ is obtained from the quadratic equation: 
(38) 
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Equation 38 provides the two values for K . The covariance is 
ZpZQ 
related to the correlation coefficient as: 
(39) 
where -1 < y < 1 z.z. 
1 J 
Therefore, Equation 39 is written in the form: 
Kz z = Yz z . [az 2 . crz 21 t 
p Q p Q p Q J (40) 
The two calculated values of K z from equation 38 are then substituted 
Zp Q 
in Equation 39, and the two corresponding values of Yz z are calculated. 
p Q 
The correlation coefficient which lies within the required range of 
~ 1,is used. For the case when the absolute values of both the correla-
tion coefficients are larger than 1, the covariance is given by 
(41) 
Having calculated K2 z , K z can be calculated from the relationship: 
p Q ZQ R 
KzQzR = 2. ~QzR [ 2. zP .lq. KzPzQ + rr 1 .z;+3 - rr3. z;+s J ( 42) 
A similar test is applied to ensure that the absolute value of y z is 
ZQ R 




K z can now be calculated from equation 37. The calculated value of 
Zp R 
K z , Kz z , and Kz z can now be substituted in equations 20 thru 22, 
Zp Q Q R P R 
and 24 thru 29 to calculate the mean velocities and Reynold stresses. 
It was observed during the present study that King's method is not 
self-consistent in calculating the covariances. The correlation co-
efficients were found to have values greater than one and therefore it 
was necessary to have a more consistent method to calculate the covari-
ances. Occasionally, King's method assumed that y z andy z had 
Zp Q ZQ R 
values of 0.9 and y z had a value of 0.648. But this was done only 
Zp R 
when some of the correlation coefficients were greater than one. The 
present method assumes constant values of the correlation coefficients. 
King has suggested that if two wires are separated by an angle of 30 
degrees, the fluctuating siqnals from the wires at the two locations 
would be such that their contribution to the cooling of the wire would be 
re 1 a ted by the cosine of the ang 1 e between the wires therefore, Yz 
pZQ 
cos 30° = 0.9 and similarly we would get 
YzQzR = 0.9, 
a 1 so Y = * Y z z * Y z z = 0. 648 zpzR n p Q Q R 
Therefore the present method allows the covariances to be calculated 
using the following three equations: 
K = 0.9 [a 2 . a 2] ± ZQZR ZQ ZR 







An uncertainty analysis is presented here with a view to demon-
strate the reliability of the six-orientation hot-wire technique and its 
sensitivity to various input parameters which have major contributions 
in the response equations. The analysis is done for both laminar and 
turbulent flow cases. The salient re~ults are tabulated in Tables III 
and IV of Appendix A. 
4.1 Effect of Pitch and Yaw Factors 
Pitch and yaw factors (G and K) are used in the response equations 
described in Chapter III in order to compensate and account for the 
directional sensitivity of the single hot-wire probe. Figure 8, Appen-
dix B, shows the pitch and yaw factors plotted against the hot-wire 
mean effective. voltage. Both the pitch and yaw factors are functions of 
the hot-wire mean effective voltage, but the yaw factor is far more sen-
sitive. A 10 percent increase in the voltage reduces the yaw factor by 
56 percent and the pitch factor by 13 percent. The value of the pitch 
factor stays very close to one and hence does not have a major contribu-
tion in the response equations. For this reason, it is necessary to 
further consider the yaw factor, which is now examined for both laminar 
and turbulent flow conditions. 
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4. 1.1 Laminar Flow 
For 1 ami nar flow cases, the covari ances K become zero and drop z.z. 
1 J 
out of the response equations. Then Equations 20, 21, and 22 can be 
written as: 
- Fl (ZP, z0, ZR) u = 
- F2 (ZP, z0 , ZR) w = 
- F3 (ZP, z0 , ZR) v = 
Experiments were performed on a calibration nozzle free jet in the po-
tential core where the flow can be idealized as being laminar. 
As Table III, Appendix A, shows, the effect of yaw factor on time-
mean axial and swirl velocities is insignificant for the laminar flow 
case. 
4.1.2 Turbulent Flow 
The variation of yaw factor is studied on the turbulence quantities 
such as mean velocities, turbulence intensities and the shear stress 
UTV'. As stated in Table III, all turbulence quantities behave differ-
ently to the variations in the yaw factor. The effect on all the turbu-
lence quantities, except the mean radial velocity, is insignificant. In 
the case of mean radial velocity, the term (G2-K2) in the denominator of 
Equation 9 changes the value of F3 considerably for small changes in the 
yaw factor. 
4.2 Effect of Correlation Coefficients 
Correlation coefficients are used in Equation 40 to calculate the 
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covariances between the fluctuations of the cooling velocities experi-
enced by the hot-wire at adjacent orientations. These are then used in 
Equations 20 through 29 to calculate various turbulence quantities. A 
wide range of correlation coefficients (y z) between 0.1 to 0.9 are 
Zp Q 
used to study the behavior of the turbulence quantities. Among all the 
turbulence quantities, u'v' was found to be most sensitive to variations 
in the correlation coefficient (y z ). In view of the sensitivity of 
Zp Q 
u'v' toy and the assumptions required to 
ZPZQ 
estimate y , it is 
ZPZQ 
apparent that this is the major source of the significantly large un-
certainty in the estimate of the turbulent shear stress. This appears 
to be an inherent deficiency of the six-orientation single hot-wire 
method. 
King (21) used a parameter Eta (n) to relate the covariances be-
tween the fluctuations of the effective cooling velocities that are sep-
arated by 30 degrees with the covariance of velocities separated by 60 
degrees (see Equatio~ 37). He suggested a numerical value of 0.8 for n. 
Table III shows the effect of n on the turbulence quantities to be in-
significant and hence the present study retains this value of 0.8 in all 
subsequent deductions. 
4.3 Experimental Uncertainty 
Experimental uncertainty was tested for both laminar and turbulent 
flow cases. The main reason for these tests was to determine the mean 
and variance of the output quantities when obtained from the six possi-
ble choices of three from among the six possible response equations 
(Equations 3 through 8 in Chapter III). Another objective of the study 
was to judge the extent of errors in output quantities because of errors 
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in measurement of mean and root-mean-square voltages. 
4.3. 1 Laminar Flow 
The calibration free jet facility was used to conduct laminar flow 
uncertainty experiments. To generate velocities in the axial and azimu-
thal direction with respect to the wire, the wire was offset by 45 de-
grees to the main direction of the flow and placed in the potential core 
region, thereby achieving two equal components of axial and swirl velo-
cities. However, upon data reduction, it was observed that the two com-
ponents were not equal. The variation among the two components was 
different for each choice of the six combinations of three adjacent 
response equations. In general, the variation among the two components 
was negligible. 
Table III shows the effect of variations in measurements of the 
hot-wire mean voltages on the turbulence quantities. For laminar flow 
case, the mean axial and swirl velocities are extremely sensitive to 
errors in measurements of hot-wire mean voltage. This particular test 
stresses the need for using precise voltmeters. A 10 percent error in 
measurement of one of the six mean voltages leads to an error of 90 
percent in axial velocity deduction for the conditions of this test. 
At other flow conditions, similar gross sensitivity may be expected. 
Turbulence quantities are calculated using six different combina-
tions of the three mean effective cooling velocities experienced by 
the hot-wire at three adjacent orientations. Table IV, Appendix A, 
demonstrates good consistency between the six possibilities for mean 
axial and swirl velocity determination in laminar flow conditions. 
4.3.2 Turbulent Flow 
As observed for the laminar flow case, errors in mean voltage 
measurements are extremely magnified in calculations of turbulence 
quantities. Table III shows these large variations in the turbulence 
quantities. 
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For turbulent flows, a large scatter is observed among the six 
values of turbulence quantities deduced from the six different combina-
tions. To get an estimate of the scatter, the flowfield location x/0 = 
2.0, r/0 = 0.25 for the case of side-wall angle a= 45 degrees was 
selected inside the main test facility. At this location in the flow-
field, the turbulence quantities obtained are good representatives of 
turbulence level in the combustor flowfield. 
Table IV shows that for turbulent flow, all the six combinations 
do not reveal all the turbulence quantities. The omitted items 
correspond to occasions when the velocity function F3 attains a complex 
value via the requirement of the square root of a negative value. Then, 
no further progress could be made with that particular set of three 
adjacent orientations in such situations. 
Table IV also highlights the scatter among the six values of each 
turbulent quantity when solved using six different combinations. It is 
evident that certain quantities (such as mean radial velocity, the 
radial turbulence intensity, and the shear stress u'v') have very large 
scatter. This shows a great uncertainty in the use of six-orientation 
hot-wire technique in measurement of these quantities. 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS 
The six-orientation hot-wire technique is employed to measure the 
turbulence quantities for nonswirling conditions. The experiments have 
been conducted for expansion angles of 90 degrees (sudden expansion) and 
45 degrees {gradual expansion). A computer program, listed in Appendix 
D, written in Fortran language, is used to process the data on an IBM 
370/168 computer. For each location in the flowfield, six combinations 
of three adjacent orientations are selected and six values of each of 
the nine turbulence quantities are obtained. So, a decision has to be 
made about the selection of one of the six values. In nonswirling con-
ditions, the flow is mainly dominated by the axial velocity. When the 
hot-wire is parallel to the axial direction; it experiences the least 
cooling effect from the axial velocity, whereas the radial and swirl 
velocities affect the wire most efficiently. Therefore, a small change 
in the v and w velocities will show a significant change in hot-wire 
voltage. Hence the set of orientations labeled {3, 4, 5) in Chapter III 
(orientation 4 having the hot-wire parallel to the x-direction) is 
chosen and used in all subsequent results presented, except where noted 
other\'lise. Nevertheless, there are some quantities, such as v'nns and 
UOV', which appear to be better represented by alternative sets of three 
adjacent orientations, but the appropriate choice is not known a priori. 
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5.1 Mean Velocities 
Radial distributions of time-mean axial and radial velocities are 
plotted in Figures 9 and 10, Appendix B, respectively. Mean axial 
velocities for different axial locations and expansion angles are com-
pared with measurements done with a crossed hot-wire probe by Chaturvedi 
(5). A good agreement is found between the two studies. 
Because of the inability of the hot-wire to determine the sense of 
the flow direction, the presence of the corner recirculation zone was 
observed by a sudden increase in the axial velocity closer to the wall. 
Mean radial velocity was found to increase at the centerline with an 
increase in the axial distance. The mean velocity profiles tend to 
get flatter further downstream from the inlet. For a= 45°, mean radial 
velocity at the centerline increased from 5 percent of the maximum in-
let mean velocity at x/0 = 0.5 to 16 percent of the maximum inlet velo-
city at x/0 = 2.0. A similar increase was observed for a= 90°. 
5.2 Turbulence Intensities 
The six-orientation hot-wire technique enables one to measure the 
axial, radial, and azimuthal turbulence intensities at various axial 
and radial locations in the confined jet flowfield. The radial distri-
butions of these turbulence intensities are plotted in Figures 11, 12, 
and 13 of Appendix B. The axial and radial turbulence intensities are 
compared with Chaturvedi's study (5) and reasonable agreement is found 
in the case of axial turbulence intensities. However, the two studies 
are not in good agreement for radial turbulence intensities. The peak 
values measured in the present study are much lower, in certain cases 
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being only 50 percent of the previously measured peak values (5). While 
solving the six sets of combinations of three adjacent orientations, it 
was found that v'rms/u0 has a large scatter. For example at x/0 = 2.0, 
r/0 = 0.300, and a= 45°, the mean a.nd the standard deviation of v'rms/ 
u0 , among the six sets of readings, were found to be 0.1447 and 0.0330, 
respectively. This large scatter shows that in nonswirling flow this 
technique is not a very accurate way of measuring the radial turbulence 
intensities. Nevertheless, results shown in Figure 11 have been obtain-
ed with the set of orientations (3, 4, 5) being used. 
5.3 Shear Stresses 
In nonswirling flow conditions, measurements have been made of the 
turbulent shear stress U'V'. The radial distribution of UTV'/u 0 2 at 
various axial locations is plotted in Figure 14, Appendix B, and is com-
pared with the earlier study done by Chaturvedi (5). In general, the 
two st~dies are in good agreement, but they do differ in two respects: 
the centerline values far downstream and the peak values near the inlet. 
Chaturvedi (5) measured UTVT to be zero at the centerline at all 
axial locations. However, in the present study, UTVT is found to be non-
zero at the centerline at axial locations greater than x/0 = 0.5 for 
both side-wall angles a= 45° and a= 90°. A detailed study shows that 
the scatter for UTV'/u 0 2, when calculated from different sets of adja-
cent orientations, is quite large. The ratio of standard deviation to 
the mean is approximately 0.6 and varies with position. 
Peak values of UTV' are seen to be in good agreement except close 
to the inlet. At x/0 = 0.5, Chaturvedi (5) measured peak values 
approximately 50 percent higher than in the present study. It must be 
remembered that there is always difficulty in measuring shear stress 
values in thin shear layer regions. In the present study, there is 
also the previously-discussed deficiency, see Chapter IV, because of 
the assumpitions made about the correlation coefficients Yz.z.· 
1 J 
These assumptions may be the major source of significantly large un-





The six-orientation hot-wire technique is a relatively new method 
to measure time-mean values and turbulence quantities in complex three-
dimensional flowfields. Applied in this study to nonreacting nonswirl-
ing axisymmetric flowfields, measurements of time-mean and root-mean-
square voltages at six different orientations contain enough information 
to obtain the time-mean velocities, turbulence intensities and shear 
stresses. At each location in the flow, there are six different values 
of each of the above quantities that can be obtained by using six sets 
of measurements of three adjacent orientations. Because of axial velo-
city domination, a particular set of orientations was chosen. Neverthe-
less, the measurement accuracy can be well judged by the scatter of the 
values of turbulence quantities among the six different combinations of 
sets of three mean effective cooling velocities. The nonswirling 
confined jet flow was investigated with this technique. It was found 
to be an excellent method to find time-mean velocities. It also gave 
good results for turbulence intensities and shear stresses. An uncer-
tainty analysis done on this technique reveals that certain output 
parameters such as the axial, radial, and azimuthal turbulence inten-
sities and shear stresses are extremely sensitive to some input 
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parameters such as yaw factor and mean voltages. 
6.2 Further Work 
The multi-orientation single-wire technique is a useful cost-
effective tool for the investigation of complex flowfields. At present, 
there is a need to check repeatability under nonswi rl i ng conditions 
before progressing to the investigation of flows with moderate and 
strong swirl. This would lead to further evaluation of reliability and 
accuracy of the technique in general flowfields. Thus far, there is an a 
priori assumption about the evaluation of covariances, which entails the 
use of constant values for the correlation coefficients. Further work 
might call for the development of alternative methods to specify the 
covariances. Nevertheless, the method has potential for further use in 
the experimental evaluation of complex flowfields. 
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VALUES OF AO, BO, AND CO IN VARIOUS EQUATION SETS 
Equiltfon Set 
AO 80 P,Q,R Choice 
11 21 3 (f.2-l2) (-27. 2 + 3l 2- 2 2 ) 
2 3 1 2 3 
21 31 4 (22-22) (-2 2+ 32 2 - 22 2 ) 
2 3 2 3 It 
3. 4. 5 u 2_ 2l 2+ l2) 
3 •• 5 
(l2-l2) 
3 s 
q o 51 6 (-22+22) 
5 6 
(-2l 2 + Jl 2- l 2 ) 
11 5 6 
51 61 1 (-2 2 + l 2) 
5 6 
(-l 2 t Jl 2 -22 2 ) 
5 6 I 
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Matrix (T) in Equation 30 
TABLE II I 
EFFECT OF INPUT PARAMETERS ON TURBULENCE QUANTITIES 
% % CHANGES IN TURBULENCE QUANTITIES 
PARAMETER TYPE OF CHANGE 
FLOW IN 
PARAMETER 
- - - I w' u w v urms rms 
K LAM +10 +0.14 +0.146 -- -- --
K TURB +10 -0.17 -- -5.96 -0.18 -0.18 
~ZPZQ 
TURB +10 +0.22 -- +2.76 -3.17 -8.15 
E1 LAM +10 +89.2 +74.5 -- -- --
ALL I. 
i=1!6 
LAM +10 +65.9 +65.4 -- -- --
n TURB +10 -0.50 -- +1.37 +4.64 +7.02 
f TURB +10 16.3 -- -- -32.8 --1 






























U 1 /u nns o 
v~m/uo 
[ u'7/uo 2] ~ 
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TABLE IV 
SCATTER AMONG THE TURBULENCE QUANTITIES WHEN 
SOLVED BY SIX DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS 
TYPE TURBULENCE QUANTITY SOLVED BY SIX COMBINATIONS 
OF 
FLOW 1,2 ,3 2,3,4 3,4,5 4,5,6 5,6,1 6,1,2 
LAM 6.92 6.8566 7.1162 7.0224 6.7273 6.9326 
LAM 7. 546 ' 7.4879 7.4093 7.8195 7.557 7.4899 
TURB 0.3478 0.3115 0.3343 0.3035 0.3398 0.2382 
TURB -- 0.1818 0.1717 0.1795 0.560 0.1835 
TURB 0.1758 0.1781 0.1331 0.1711 0.1680 0. 2511 
TURB -- 0.0778 0.0743 0.0783 0.0355 --
TURB -- 0.136 0.059 0.100 0.0943 --
TURB 0.0185 0.0035 0.0101 0.0036 -- --
~ ----------------

























Figure 1. Typical Axisymmetric Combustion Chamber of a 
Gas Turbine Engine 
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Figure 2. The Flowfield Being Investigated 
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Figure 5. Manual Traversing Mechan-
ism Used for Hot-Wire 
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USER'S GUIDE TO COMPUTER CODE FOR SIX-ORIENTATION 
HOT-WIRE DATA REDUCTION TECHNIQUE 
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A computer code is developed to obtain the turbulence quantities 
using the technique discussed in Chapter III. Measurements in a turbu-
lent flowfield contain six mean and six root-mean-square voltages. A 
three-directional hot-wire calibration reveals three calibration con-
stants in each direction. The input to the computer code is the mean, 
and root-mean-square voltages and also the calibration constants. The 
experimental data is then processed by the MAIN subprogram and various 
subroutines to get the output in the form of nine turbulence quantities 
consisting of the three mean velocities, the three turbulence intensi-
ties, and the three shear stresses. To facilitate the use of the com-
puter code, the function of each subprogram is discussed here in detail. 
1. The MAIN Subprogram 
MAIN is the major part of the computer code which accepts the input 
in the form of mean and root-mean-square voltages ·and calibration con-
stants and calls various subroutines to solve the equations listed in 
chapter III and finally calculates the turbulence quantities. 
(8) Calculation of Mean Effective Cooling Velocities and 
Variances 
Main calculates the six mean effective cooling velocities 
using Equation 14. This equation employs the input values 
of six mean voltages and calibration constants in G-
direction (see Figure 7, Appendix A). The MAIN then cal-
culates the six values of variances using Equation 19. 
Equations 14 and 19 give mean and variance of individual 









variance of the appropriate voltage. 
(ii) Calculation of Velocity Functions and Differentials 
Having calculated the mean effective cooling velocities 




to obtain the necessary information required to calcu-
late velocity functions using Equations 9 through 11. 
The main then calculates the first and the second dif-
ferentials of the three velocity functions with respect 
to the three selected mean effective cooling velocities. 
The differentials are given as: 
[ BO oBO + f4 2 aAO 1 ,-
3(G2 - K2)2 az; (G 2 - K2) az. 
1 
el'T'- 2Fl AO ] 
(G2 - K2) 
[3 80 aBO F2
2 
aAOJ - -
(G2- K2)2 az. ( G2_ K2) 2 az. 
1 1 f F2'+ 2AO 
(G2- K2) 
F~ 
eco F- co} + (G'+ K') [Ao aAo BO aBo~ + 
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(iii) Calculation of Covariances 
At this stage, the user has the option, whether to cal-
culate the covariances by using King's (21) method or 
by assuming constant values of correlation coefficients. 
To get the covariances using King's method, the MAIN 
has to ca 11 the subroutine COVAR, otherwise MAIN ca 1 cu-
lates covariances using Equations 35, 41, and 44. 
(iv) Calculation of the Turbulence Quantities 
Now the MAIN has all the information needed to calculate 
the mean velocities using Equations 20 through 22, also 
to calculate the turbulence intensities using Equations 
24 through 26, and finally to calculate the shear 
stresses using Equations 27 through 29. The MAIN then 
prints out the normalized values of the turbulence 
quantities in the form of nine two by three matrices each 
containing the six values of a turbulence quantity cal-
culated using six different combinations. 
2. Subroutine CPYF 
57 
This subroutine calculates the pitch and yaw factors using the cal-
ibration constants obtained by three-dimensional calibration. The equa-
tions used to calculate these factors are: 
G _ ~ (w. u = o) - rr (w, v = o) 
K _ ~ (w, u = o) - w (v, a = o) 
evaluated at a constant value of E2. u, v, and ware obtained using 
equation 12 for their respective calibration constants. The value of E2 
can be adjusted to obtain an interval 6E to get appropriate values of 
58 
G, and K. 
3. Subroutine FMCV 
The task of this subroutine is to find the mean effective cooling 
velocity which has minimum value among the six calculated by the MAIN. 
FMCV also finds the two mean effective cooling velocities which are 
adjacent to the minimum mean effective cooling velocity and returns the 
set of the three to be used by MAIN for further data processing. 
4. Subroutine SEA8C 
SEA8C recognizes the three selected mean effective cooling veloci-
ties Zp, ZQ' and ZR' and sets the three appropriate equations for AO, 
80, and CO in terms of Zp, ZQ' and ZR' using Table V. AO, 80, and CO, 
are used by MAIN to calculate the three velocity functions given by 
Equations 9 through 11. 
5. Subroutine CDA8C 
CDABC calculates the first and second differentials of AO, 80, and 
CO with respect to Zp, ZQ' and ZR. It is evident from Table V that AO, 
BO, and CO are functions of Zp, ZQ' and ZR and so are their first and 
second differentials. 
6. Subroutine COVAR 
This subroutine calculates covariances using a method suggested by 
King (21). This method calls for employing Equations 40 through 43. 
This subroutine can be called only when one desires to calculate covar-
iances using King's method. Otherwise, the covariances are calculated 





LIST OF FORTRAN VARIABLES AND THEIR 
MEANING IN RESPONSE EQUATIONS 
E'rms 
Mean Effective Cooling Velocities and Variances 
AMECV 
VAR cr 2 z 
Pitch and Yaw Factors 
PF G 
YF K 




Derivatives of Functions AO, 80, and CO (Definitions for B and C are 





















TABLE V (Continued) 


























TABLE V (Continued) 




















UVDUMO U'V';u 2 
0 
UWDUMO u'w'/u 2 
0 
VWDUMO v'w'/u 2 
0 
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OKLAMO"'A STATE U~IVE~SITY 
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OIME~SIC~ UbU~OI6loUPOV~0(6),VVDU~C!6loVP~:.J~~~6) 





908 IFCNS.EO.~l GO TC 909 
FEAOI:'!O,*) ~.a,C 
I::EAD( :;,J, *) Al,f:lloCl 
REA0(3'1,*) A2,82,C2 
lo.I<ITl(l',tlll l 




909 I::EACC:?O,*, ENu;S<;9) x,;:;,r::~o~c,NS 
PEA0(3:'lo $) CF._.( !), I=1o6l 
REAO(:?'lo*l !ER(Ilo I=l ,5) 
'riFI1E(6, 1112) 
1112 For.,..AT(///o~X, 1 THE ~EAt< ANC '='.~.S. VOLTAGES ARE:I) 
W!<ITE(6,110!ll !EM!!),!=!,(:) 
,.I:IT[("-.12001 (EO(l)• 1=1.1'.1 
1 1 0 0 F OJ; ~·AT( C:> F9 • ~ ) 
1200 F (F, ~'A T((:F9. 4 l 













t• 9 0 
70() 
TlO 
U ~ C 1 : (-A +50::? T ( '-l * * 2- 4 • 0 ,, ( * ( A-'::: "' ( * • ., ) ) ) / ( :> • 'I 11' C ) 
U lo'l = ( -<I+ 30 F= T ( B * * 2 -4 , J • l * ( .\.- E' I( I l * * 2 J ) l / (;; • J * C I 
L.IIU=U~O I *U"'O 1 
U"=U"l*U''I 
UEl'=G/(~.Oc':"( 1 l*U"1HC/C::' •. 1*E'd(1) 
\JGCU=li'~*'i1EU 
u c ~>L' "'"" < 1 1 > / '· J "> r:u 
lJ,':J~'lJ(::\JlJI/1 •l,l::_: 
UPD~l·'~=0~DUt1 ~U~O~~lJ 
DC JO 1=1.!, 
F~?=E'-'( l l••F"(l l 
f~2=EC( l )"["<( l) 
O=SG~T(l~·~-(a~C*(A-l:~t;~}l 
PI-~=~ C-B+D )/( 2*C l ).:=.•? 
720 CPHE=C:*EI~Cll/CJ,.(I-('l/'>l 
73v D2PHE=! 1/Ef.'( I) )*:)~H!:.<- ( :•i">~'P12) /D•*:; 
74~ c-----------------------------------------------------------




790 C--------------VAR!A~C~.VA~ IS CALCULATES--------------
~00 c------------------------------------------------------------
Jto VAR(J )=! (0i='Hf'"~2)*(E';:::2))-( (1.S~D2Pt-["''::::2)>!<._2l 






560 110 F0"''1AT(//o7Xo 1 A\IFCV= 1 oF7.4o~Xo 'VA"":•,F-,4) 
~70 30 CCNTI~UE 
0 8 0 c --------------------'-----------·----------------------------
~90 C-------------MA!N CALLS Tt-~ SUB=OUTINE CPYF TO CALCULATE 
\fOO· C--------------THC: PITCH AND YAw FACTC!:<;.------------------
YlO C-----------------------------------------------------------
920 CALL C0YF(A,8,C,A!,BltCl,A2.!32oC2,PF,YF) 
Y3o c----------------------------------------------------------






















444 FO~MAT(///,7Xo•Ax!AL M'0 AN VEL/li'<L:::T '4AX VEL= 1 ,F8.4 0 4Xo 
*'~XIAL TURf' lNTEN='oFS.~) 
wRITE(6o5!5l UMO 
515 FCRI'AT(//.t2X,'~AX INLET VELOC!TY='oFC1,4) 
DC 222 111=1,6 
11=111-1 
N=50 
(.ALL STOTZ ( U DU '10, o; M OUt.~•), V ~I)'J'~O , U0 ')1J l.'il, we u;.i'10, V P DU'' O, 
*U\DCMO.u•OUMO,VWDU~Q.~,Il ll 
(----------------------------------------------------------' 
1110 C-----------------M41N C'ILLS THE SU:CRC;JTI~!t': FHCV TO FIND THE 
1120 C-----------------THE M!NIMU~ CCOLI~G VELCCllY AND THE TwO 
1130 C-----------------ADJACEI'<T ON~S 
1140 (---------------------------------------------------------
64 
1 1 su 




CALL f'I(V( A"'FCV ,N oiP, 10, I h, I I) 
ZI==A~ECV( !P) 
ZC=A"'ECVI TO! 
Z~=A~•ECV (If= l 
lf(!C,;:;T,6l 10=1~-::, 
1;:00 IF{ li' ,.:;T,6) J<;:JC-6 
12 Ill C -------------------------------------------,----------------
1220 C-----------------'·'1, l '~ CALLS THE S'.J£l!'CtJT li'.E, 5[,\''C T 0 SET J;;;; 
!<:30 C----------------THC: EGUATICN::; FC;'l AC,C3C ,AN'l rr----'-------
1~40 c----------------------------------------------------------
:«.so CALL ~C:A'JC ( Zr>, lQ, .if' ol P ,A() ,8C ,(( l 
l~bU F=SQ~11CAD*•~I•(~0**2)/3) 
:;..7J lF(C[,LT.F*O/,\L) GO TO 222 
1'au c-----------------------------------------------------------
:;..90 (-------------VELOCITY FUNCTIONS Fl,F2oA~D F~ A~E CALCULATED-----
. 1~uJ c--------------------------------------------------------------
l~lu Fl=SQRT((1/1!,Ll*IAO+Fll 
1::.20 !F((l/'-Ll*!-AO+F),LT.J) GO TO 222 
1:030 F2=SO~T( ( 1/AL)*(-AO+F)) 
1::.40 F2=SO~T(C0-(0/AL)~Fl 
1~50 !F(F2,ca,J) GO TO 222 
i~6o c-----------------------------------------------------------
1370 C---------------"'I!,JN CALLS THE SUQ~OLTI~E CDAEC TQ CALCULATE 
1360 C--------------THE FIPST AND SECONO CIFFEfiC~TlA_$ OF AO,P.O, 
1~9o c---------------ANo co------------------------------------------
l~oo c-----------------------------------------------------------
1410 CALL C::JABC(OI!,P,DBF,DCI=,D2AP,!)2£'P,D2C"•CAO,;)OQ,OCQ,D2AQ,D2FJQ, 
1420 *02CCoCA~oCERoiJCR,D2AR,D20R~D2CF,ZP,ZOoZ~.tPl 
1.;.30 C-------------------'1A IN CALCULATES ThE F Jc ST AND SECOND 
14 40 C------------------0! FFEP.E "TI A LS OF THE \IEL CCI TY f-UNCTIONS 
1~50 C-------------------F!,F2,AND F3 WITH ~ESPECT TC THE 

























1 /1 C: 
X 1 =F 1 *F 1 
X~=Xl*Fl 
X3,6G/ ( 3* AL* ALl 
X4=Xl/AL 
X'o= (2*X2)-( 2*FI*AO/AL) 
Xt=-!6*X1-2*AC/AL) 
Yl=f2*F2 




Z t::F 3 *F 3 





OF3P= (DC"*( Z 1-CD) +( ( 0*0)/ ( AL*AL)) * ( .. O*C AP+( 90*08P l /3) l /Z3 
DF1C=<X3*CEC+X~*CAOJ/XS 






17 3 0 
174 0 
17 50 
l i ~ 0 
1770 
17 8 J 
l79U 
1c;JJ 
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OF::'C: ( L>Cq * ( l I -C 0) +( ( C *C)/. ( AL *ALl ) * ( Ai' *'J 6C t( 03 Q *913") /;j) ) /Z3 
(') 2F I P :( ( X~* or· I P-" 1JF 1 P) + ( ~ • n * F! / tL) • ( r.\ ~"'')~ 1 P+ uAP *Cr !P) + ( 120. o 
**X !/ALl+ ( 1/ ( :C*AL *AL)) *(Or;;'~l'lP+ "f''* C?'J::>) )/X'; 
l'2F? F = ( ( YS"' ·.H<' "'* •lF2 :>)- ( 2 •.) * r:- / •\L ) * ( L.:r :><> *''.~ :> +DA? *DF 2P)- ( Y I *D 2 
•· A P /A L ) + ( lFJ > * [)" ;:- i- -~r* C:' F ;:> l / ( : • 'l ~ A:...* A L l l / Y? 
0 2F 3 ;:> = ( ( Z '~ J 1- JD;. !l F3 P) +?" F ~ • ( '> F :'D* ') C C·+ ::l C"' * ">F :;o)- ( GC "" OC ,-, l + ( Z 1 
.. _ cr l * ~2C ;:> ... ( ( r- * U l / ( AL * -'L) ) ~ ( ( :..c "'0? A;: •::; II:::*::;:,;:>)+ ( U B? * lJ'3D 
~ _. E: ~-~Dr---_ L-> o ) / ! } } / ?: 3 
0 2F l 0 = ( ( X 6,..! J F 1 ·:-:to. J ~ l 'J i + ( ~· • ) ~ r 1 / /L } • {!: ". "; :s: 2 r 1 J + L..:.. u ~ J f ! :) } + { ) 2A C 
-* * X 1 / t.. L l + ( 1 / ( -, • cl *:.. 1..... • 4.:._ ) ) t:- { n =.. ~i ~ i) t- G + Z1 C 1 ~.., 2 :1 (;; ) ) I>.':) 
*? /.. J I AL} + { C [<J lC' ~J:\ 'l + ne; *0 2~; () J / ( ~ • 0 ~ i', L '* t. l) ) / Y-
C 2 f- :; ·C = { ( 2 '. ~ C "3 ::; " -: ~ J C ) + 2 , n *' f 3 ~ ( :~ "':' :'l * C : ': + C C :' ._o:_; F 3 J ) - ( C 1... ;., t l) C 0 ) 
• + ( Z J - c.:; l "' D? C C:: ~ ( ( C * C l / { t, L .. t, L ) ) • ( ( -" :J * C 2 .\'.) +C- <.::; <' ::JA '1 ) + ( 
*DBO*D9~+~0*::l?EJl/~) l/Z~ 
D 2 F l r. = ( ( X ~ * 0 !- l c * ') F I '< ) + ( 2 • :1 • 1-' 1 / t L ) * ( C ,\.., * D f 1 ::> + lJ A= * 0 F l k. ) + ( D 2A R 
'!'*X 1 /AL) + ( I/ ( ~, 0* A L* ALl Jot C DE' G>~>O EJ:;+ 8 C t 'J?. E~ l ) / X5 
D~F2R:((Y5*DF~~*0F2~)-(2,0*F2/AL)*(CF2q*LA~+DA~*DF2Rl-(Yl*D 
*2 /i<' //iLl + ( C ['=>~ C:J R +!3C *02 ('I;. l / (3 • .1 -*AL * AL) l /Y :' 
D2F3~:((Z4*0~J=•')FJ~)+2,0*f3*(GF3Q*DC~+OCr.•JF3Rl-(DC~*CCR) 
*+ ( Z 1- CJ l * 02('::: +( ( C *C') I ( AL ~ AL) ) * ( ( A:l * 0:?!." Ll 4 ~ *DA ;o ) + ( 
*Dc~*D8~+8C*~2~~l/::l l/Z3 
0 ?F 1? Q = ( (X t *OF 1 D*CJF l Q) + ( 2 • 0 *F 1 /IlL l * ( :) •\ c '<'::lF 1 Qt-;) A C.-*J Fl F) t- (X l 
**82ilf"C/AL)+(l/(3oO•~L*AL) l•tn8::><[·3Ct-'l'l-,-Q?il::>)))/X:O 
lJ <+ 1 G;; = ( ( X t * D F 1 0 *OF 1 c ) + ( 2 • 0"' F 1 I A L l * <.:A G * D F 1 ' + 0 A}.." U Fl Q} + ( X I 
* *:.;2 AOR/ ALl+ ( 1/ ( 3 • 0* AL *AL) } *( "lB C .. DB~ +dO*D::'BQ;(} } /X;) 
D Z F I P;:; = ( ( X 6 * 0 F 1 c *OF 1;:; ) + ( 2 • :l * F I /A L l * (flAP~~ F I c, +DAR* D F 1 P ) + ( X 1 
**D2ADI"/AL) + (I/( 3 .O*AL*AL)) * ( OF.~*OAJ':+~Cl*C.?F;:>;:.. l )/X:J 
D2F2PC:((Y~'02FP*D2FQ)-(2.0*F2/AL)*(DF2r.*~AO+DAP~~F20)-(YI 
*"-C2APO/AL)+( I/( 3o'l*AL*AL) )*(CEO*OSO+::l'l*C?Cl."'O) )/Y3 
D2r20~=(IY5*0F20*DF2Rl-(2.0*F2/AL)*(DF2CC~AR+D~O*DF2R)-(Y! 
**C2AO"/AL)+( 1/(3 .O*AL*AL) l*ICEO*DR..-+n'l*D2:3Q:>) )/Y3 
02F2P~= ( (Y5*0F2P*OF 2R )-(.:! o0*F2/AL) * (wF2P*')A;;+DAP.,DF2R) -(Y 1 
** C2 APR/ AL} + ( 1/ ( 3 • 0 * AL *AL ) l * ( '.lf'P *D:l"' +fH1*0 ?RPfO ) / Y 3 




•+ C Z 1- CO ) *C> 2CQ!" +- ( ( 0* 0) / (A L *ilL l l * ( (A C *D2 t Cf' + OAO* wAR)+( 
*CFO*D8~+f~*D2fC~l/~ll/Z3 
D<T3"'""' ( ( zt;.,OF :F'«llr Jf" )+?. 0"Fl* (Qf '3 ;::•::C"!+rCi->,.OF3i'-. l- !DCP *ClC'< J 
21 3 U >H ( Z 1- CCJ) *D 2C P"!+ ( ( 0" J) / (II L. * AL J l * ( ( ·\ C .. 02 A;::;.+ vA~ * 0 A;.;)+ ( 
<::140 *C[F'*O!:!= +P.C*02:=!PP )/~) l 123 
21so c----------------------------------------------~-------------
2160 C---------------------MAI~ CALL.S TME SU~~CUTIN' :uVA~ TC 
217J C-----------------------CALCULATE THE C0VA~IANC5 j~T~EEN THE 
218u C-----------------------S~LECTED CrCLI~G VCLCC!TIES.-------
2190 (--------------------------------------------------------
.2~ 00 





A Kf"O= Oo ')*SO"< T( VAl= I 1 P l *V" P ( l P+ I ) ) 
At< OF= 0. ";*SORT (VA;:; ( I;.>+ I J *VII F ( I P+ 2) ) 





2~70 C--------------------~AI~ CALCULAT~S THE AXIAL,~AOIAL.ANO 



























































UME AN ::F I +<) • 5* ( lJ 2 F 1 P *VA Q( I P) +!'l2 f 1 G"' V r ( T P + l) + 0 2 F I:. *VA R ( I P+::!) l 
*+02FlPO*AKPO+D2FlG~*AK;~+~2fl~~*AK~h 
"I' E: .6 1-. ::F;> + tl • :5 * ( r"J 2 F 2 =>*VA~! l r- ) + D 2 F ;>C * V ,.- { l o + I I +D<:: ;- 2"' *VA::: ( To+ 2) l 
<+02F2PQ$A~PC+02F20~*AKO;+r"J~F~~~-~(D~ 
V ME AN =F 3 + Q , 5 * ( ') 2 F:! ~*VA P ( l :::> ) + :) 2 !' 2 C *· VA-~ ( I "'• I l + 0 2 F .; k *VA f: ( l D + 2 ) ) 
* + 0 2 t= J oc * ~ I( => C + D 2 F 3 () ; * A K,:. o + ·) 2 f- 'I ;:;: " * t.. '< :> c 
UP l:: 0 F 1 :> ~')F 1 i=' * V 1, ... ( ! o) t ..;" l :; ~Of' 1 C * V l>. ~ ( 1 :: + l ) + ::JF 1 o; -~ C F 1 ;.~ '/!. ~ ( l o 
•+2) 
U~2=DFJP*DFlC*•Kcc+CFJ~•CFI~*AKP~+~F:n•DF!P*A<~~+DFlO*~Fl~*A 
$I..:'..O~+DF! = *JF l:l'*A t<-= ::: .. C)F 1 ;::!.Jr: c·¥ AK.i;C 
U F3 = 0 • o * ( ·::12 FIn* VA;:; ( I:::> ) +.) 2F 1 Q "'V _,.r ( l ~ + l ) +::J :-'F I~* VA::; ( I P+ 2 I ) 
UP4=iJ2;:: l ::JQ~4;<(JU,...C"2!= 1 c::..:.:,.'\Y, C~f-J;:.:F lP~~~-~ 8.-: 
1)1=5=\..~~+ U<"4 
uc~~S2=UPl+U~2-UP5**2 
















UV 1 =DFl P*DF 3 P• VAR (I P) +SF 1 O*DF3 a *V 4 R ( 1 D+ I ) +DF 1 R *OF 3R* VA"< I I;::> 
*+2) 
UV2=0F1P*OF3Q$AKPC+DF1P*DF~~~4KPC+OF1C*DF3P*AKQC+DF10*DF3~*A 
>i<K OR+ D Fl R *OF 30>tA Kf; P+QF 1 ;a oF 30* A'< ;::a 
UV3= 0 o5 * CD 2F H"* V AR ( I o) +i) 2 F l 0* V >.P ( I ~='+ l l +ll2 F 1 R* VAR ( I P+ 2) ) 
UV~=02F1"0*AY-PO+D2F!OP*AKOP+D2FI:>~*A~~~ 
U V :0= 0 o 5 * ( D 2F 3o* V AR ( I P ) +u2 F 3 C *VII R (I F' +: ) + C? F 3 !'<*VA;:; ( I P+ 1 ) 
UV6::02F!DQ~t..KPQ+D2F3QR~AKQC~)2F3o~*AK~R 
UV 0 B=UVI+UV2-I(UV!+UV4)1<(UV5+UV6)) 
V >.I= DF3 P *:lF ;> o* VA!'. I 1 P) + ~;: 3 G *OF 2 C*V II F' ( 1 P +I ) +DF 3 F'<* OF 2 ~VA'< ( IP 
*+2) 
V~2=0F3P*CF2C*~KPO+DF3P*DF2P*AKPR+~F3C*Df2P*AKOP+DF30*DF2Q*A 
*K QIH OF:""' ~OF 21"'*A K;:; C+OF ::'.'<*0 F ?0* A K IOQ 
V113=0•5*1D2F"1P*VA:::( IPltD2F30*V·Ar ( !!:+! l+D2F.3'~*VAR(IP+2)) 
V'r.4=D 2F 3PO*A I(PQ+;)2fo' 3CR~AK C~+D2 F3P~* l>f:P::> 
V~S = 0 .:; * ( D 2 F 2P* VA~ ( I P ) +D 2 F 2 0 *VA=< ( I P+ ! ) + C ?F 2R *VA~ ( I P+ I ) 
V'r.b=02F2PO*AKP0+02F20~*AKQ0+02F2r>~*AKDR 
VIIP8:'vwl+VII2-( ( VW;;+V¥14 )* ( V\0.5+ V116)) 




U .. 3=:l•5* (02Fl P~VAr. ( l P) +02F lO•V ·'"( l 0+1) •D;>F1T.'*VAR( T P+2)) 
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"'""u~C( r 11 l='I'Ft..tuu·~o 
I F ( UP t= ·~ S? • G T • 0 • 0 l 'J != !J U ·~ C ( l 1 1 l = 5 0;::; T ( L'' :- '' S .~ l / J ~ 0 
IF(~<D;:;"S2.GT.O,O) ,.:>~l..''l'(l!ll=SQ.'~Ttv''<"S2l/.J"''C 
IF (v<=:·.~S2. CT ,') .'1) V"'C.w'-'J( Ill l=SC=>T ( v~- "S~ )/.J'-10 
U\!~l,.,'"''C{ I 11 )= 1 JV?=3/l~A:.J.;t•2 
1/.,.0U'o!C( Ill l=v;.,;o,1/U '0••2 
t;~DUMCI I! 1) =u·~P·l/'J'~C*'*2 
112 FC' ~·A'' I I) 
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.342J 
~<;7JTE(Go!l31 rJ:J!A 
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w!:ITE(5o100:1l (U:>U'IIJ( f), I:r.,c) 
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l>.f'ITE(':>.ll2) 
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I>I'<ITC(6oll2l 
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.,. I' I T C ( ':> , ~ 0 0 1 l ( U fl Du '10 ( I l , I =I , 3 l 
'I;P l TE (6, ennJ I ( 'JWDUioiO ( l I, I =4, 61 
II'FdTEI6ol12l 
., " I T E ( ~. , I 1 2 l 
lloi'<ITE(6,112l 
WPlTE(6,<;uOO) (VWDUI'0(!),1:1,3) 
l<of'lTE(f ,9000) (I/NOU~G(lloi=4o6l 
'foP l T E ( 6 , 1 I 2 l 
l'fi'!TE(6,!12l 
1000 FO"WAT(/ ,7Xo'UDU~C= 1 oF9o4o5Xo 'UDU.,.O=' ,F9.4,5Xo 1 UOUMO=', 
*F o; ,4 l 
68 
3-< 5 c 
:.>" 6u 
3'< 7 c 
:; ... 8J 












Jo 1 o 
.3u20 ( 
3~30 c 
3t> 40 c 
3u50 C 
3t.>cu c 
2 () 0 0 r c F ,~ A T ( / ' 7 X • r .. D u ~· 0 = ' ' F ; " 4 • s ;:: t • 'f. D u ·~ ::: = • ' r r: • ,. .. :..... " • • \; i) u ·~u =. I • 
'-'i- c;. 4 ) 
300U ·Ft.;~:~AT(/,-,X,'V')'.JU(:',F";,..!;,,~;t., 1 \0UI.t·: 1 ,.~;,<'\.JX 1 1 VDU~~C=- 1 1 
*F S .4 ) 
4JOJ I Ch.,~t..T(/ ,7X •''.J:~uu~::=• ,.i ;,4,4Xr '"....:~1· •'•.:=• .~;.~,4X 1 1 L1 ~:,)'..Jt-~0' 
.... I= •• F;.. 0) 
s o c; J r c-. ~ A T < / , ? x • • w ~ G u ""':~ = • , f- ; • ·+- , " x , • ~;: J L' .., • ·, = , : :::. -:; • 4 • 4 x. • • v.. D:) :..; ~~ c • 
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